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Apparition
- Antoni Ooto
who knew…?
I was gone without a clock
always on this road
dragging the dust
walking off
I stay hoping for a welcome
always erasing something
avoiding used shadows
We all give up what we have to
and learn what we aren’t.

walking on

Clouds
- Michael Brownstein
The Official Cloud Creator of the Tattoo Garden of Capella
traces ink across the vapors in his fire and brimstone cavern,
colors the clouds greens and shades of blue, adds a touch of ruby
red and lipstick, forms ripe sunset papayas, Mexican yellow,
Waimanalo orange, and yellow fleshy Kapoho, gathers
mangos, peaches and pears, dips them deep into his molten liquids,
lets them simmer and flame, then opens each lid one after the other,
balancing the clouds with color as they float into the sky.
Why must a cloud be a shade of gray? he explains, his hands exuberant.
White? Cotton made? Why must the sky be blue? The sun yellow?
Everything should be a sunset even in the brightest part of day;
everything should be a forest of blossoms and new-grown leaf.

A Penny For Your Thoughts
- Josephine DiFranco
“You didn’t want the penny, did you?” asked the young cashier as he slammed closed his
cash register drawer.
“Well, I did,” I answered sheepishly, fairly sure that he, as well as the eye-rolling woman
next in line, were mentally categorizing me as a cheap and stingy old woman. Grabbing my bag
of groceries, I muttered, “It’s okay. Forget it.” But it was not okay. And I was annoyed. No,
more than annoyed. Angry.
How many times had I dug down into my pockets, rummaged through the bottom of my
handbag, or turned the contents of my change purse into my hand – all to find the penny needed
to offer exact payment for my purchases? Did I miss something? When did not giving the
customer the precise change owed become acceptable? Not when I was growing up. And not,
years later, when I was raising my own children.
Many evenings, fretting over what was taking so long, I sat in my car waiting to pick up
my oldest, sixteen at the time, from his after-school job at the supermarket. Meantime, inside the
store, my son was busy balancing his cash register drawer, sometimes multiple times, until it was
correct to the last penny. For his own self-esteem and his reputation, he needed assurance that he
had made no mistakes, neither in favor of the customers nor the store. He also knew that more
than a minor error might cost him his job.
Several times over the past few years I have heard someone say, “My lucky day. The kid
at the register made a mistake. Gave me back too much change.”
“Didn’t you return it?” I’d always ask.
“Are you nuts? Those stores rob us blind. The store is not losing anything because I got
an extra couple of bucks.”
“No, the store doesn’t lose, but what about the kid? He might lose his job.” I don’t think I
altered many attitudes.
My obsession with giving correct change started long before my experiences with my
working teenaged children. Since first grade, I have been driven to be exact in all things
mathematical, the result of consequences to my grades if my subtraction was off by the tiniest
amount. Seems teachers back then thought getting change of thirty-six cents instead of thirtyseven cents mattered to most people.
And it did. A Hershey bar cost five cents, five pennies or a nickel. No candy store
proprietor took anything less. And if I gave him a dime, I certainly expected five pennies or a
nickel back. With an allowance of ten cents a week, out of which I had to put something in the
collection plate on Sunday, I did not get many Hershey bars. A penny was a big deal to me.
My respect for pennies continued into my married life. As newlyweds, my husband and I
threw our pennies into an empty water cooler bottle. That first year we rolled up $16 in pennies,
stashing the rolls in a shoe box in the bottom of the closet. Several years later, the rolls in that
box helped defray the cost of the tent and sleeping bags we needed to take our kids camping.
Seems the penny that has meant so much to me is now under attack. Will it survive?
Many citizens, according to surveys, believe pennies should be discontinued. They are too heavy
to carry around. It costs more money than the pennies are worth for the Mint to keep making
them. No one wants to wait on a cashier's line behind some guy counting out twenty-seven
pennies.
Others want to keep it. Why? To throw into children’s piggy banks, scratch off lottery

tickets, or add to coin collections. Perhaps, simply out of affection for Abe Lincoln. Or, maybe,
to maintain our penny idioms. Imagine saying a penny for your thoughts, penny wise and pound
foolish, cost a pretty penny, or cut off without a penny, and having folks not know what on earth
you mean.
And what about good luck pennies. What kind of superstitious nonsense is that you might
ask? Not nonsense at all for me. My mother, long gone now, claimed that finding a heads-up
penny brought good luck. To this day if I find one, I like to think that my mother planted it in my
path to wish me well as I faced some challenge or crisis.
It's time to again give the penny the respect it deserves. It’s part of our history and
culture, ranking right up there with apple pie and baseball. Fill piggy banks with the small coins.
Donate them to charities. Save them in cups and mason jars. Spend them, too. And, please, don't
ever gyp anyone out of a penny, one that someday might be found heads-up somewhere by
someone in need of a little luck.

Celestial Skiff
- Ellen Chia
Smoothed, polished
As if from an afterlife
Remnant of a whale
To a flawless
Pearlescent gleam;
She emerges like a
Bone carving of a skiff
Anchoring awhile
On the lightening roseate sea
Skimmed by flocks and
First trills.
And I watch her
Till she goes adrift
Farther, deeper
From the glare and clamor
Chasing, closing
In around her.

Pond
- John Stanizzi
7.11.19
7.40 a.m.
59 degrees
Pretentious candelabra, the staghorn sumac, and the breeze this morning as
overheard as a whisper in church.a pair of green frogs
noggles the landscape with gulps, and just along the shore tendrils of
diving reed-grass as sleek and smooth as a brushstroke.

7.12.19
8.05 a.m.
72 degrees
Preening and twittering and singing themselves dry, the morning’s
oratory is song – red-winged, goldfinch, yellow warbler, red-belly –
noisy and excited, flying up and down and sideways across, a
doodle of lines in feathers all across the humid gray morning.
7.13.19
7.22 a.m.
69 degrees
Panicky as when they were polliwogs, these new frogs leap and croak,
objecting to my presence; five or ten of these little creatures, frogs for sure now,
numbers still sporting vestigial tails, jump and yelp. Tadpoles gone now, leaving us these tiny frogs
dunking themselves croaking, five, ten, fifty at a time, grousing almost before I get to them.
7.13.19
7.22 a.m.

69 degrees
Pecking the air with their chuck chuck, the grackles worry the trees.
Owl feather floating delicately on the pond. Are you part of the reason for this
noise this morning? Was that you whose wide rump I glimpsed
dexterously wheeling through the thick overgrowth, touching nothing, silently?

A Choice
- Elizabeth Holleman Burke
A behemoth engulfs the patio of our new home. We shake our
heads. What idiocy to forget spindly cherry trees become giants.
Forty years on six feet in diameter. Five forked branches tangle
upwards — profuse leaves, rough bark, curious lichen spots.
Hellebores and ferns tumble around the trunk. It sprawls across
our roof, the neighbor’s shingles, covers three skylights, render them
sightless. Patio steps heaved high, impassable. A root pale and large
as a crocodile snakes its way toward the foundation. Debris showers
down every season. We imagine screams as the chain saw slices
layer after layer from the root. Treatment repeated again the next
day. Concrete bandages the wound. Errant limbs eliminated.
No one knows if the treatment will kill or cure. We pray through
the winter, monitor progress outside my office window. From snow
adornment to new spring green, life stirs. Leaves sprout along
branches, tight fuchsia buds appear. Soon double flowered pink
blossoms fill the Easter sky.
Pale blossoms drift across the garden.

Mechanical Power
- Lois Greene Stone
Many self-serve restaurants have large rectangles fronted with colorful circles ready to be
pushed with a finger. A fluid of your choice will then dispense into a disposable plastic glass
placed by the user. The operation certainly doesn’t require an instruction book. Except for me.
A supermarket’s special offer allowed, for a $2.00 surcharge, one to buy a full-size
submarine sandwich, four ounces of soup, and ten ounces of soda. I already knew I liked the subs
at that store, and individual soups alone were $4.
The clerk at the sub counter told me that, when I checked out, I would get a tall beverage
cup for the drink, but to scoop my soup from a round selection table when I left her station. This
was to be a take-home with my groceries.
Many choices of hot soup were offered, but I was uncertain how to make the heavy, fourounce paper cup not fall over and drip in my car. I double bottomed it but put on only one lid.
After check out, and the store’s helping-hand sent for, the clerk told me to go and get a drink
before I left. I said it would look like I was stealing.
She said that’s the way it’s done, and I questioned again why, after I’ve checked out, can
I simply go to a machine at the other end of the store, take a plastic glass, pour myself a drink
and it not look like I’m stealing? She smiled and said if it seems that way, and I’m stopped, to
give her name that it was okay. (How do the security cameras know that?). I told the helpinghand I needed his assistance as I’ve never used the machine before.
The young person whose job it is to assist customers, walk them to their cars, load
groceries, and return the cart to its area while the customer may merely drive off, handed me a
cup. Okay. I put it on the obvious cup-thing in the machine.
He asked, “Ice?”
I said, “No.” (I was taking it home.)
“Press for a choice.”
With slight embarrassment but more sense of silliness, I explained I’d never used a soda
dispenser, and he could be free to laugh, which he didn’t. At least not in front of me at the time.
A screen displayed Zero Vitamin Water, and I thought of a grandson who likes that, and I
know where, in the store’s aisles, these come in plastic bottles. I asked the helping hand if there
were other things, and he pressed a button and a screen lit up with choices. Too many possibles!
Confusion for me.
I said, “Let’s just find caffeine-free cola,” thinking Lois vs the dispenser transaction
would be completed. He pressed, and then there were choices again. I was actually laughing now
at myself who, having learned DOS in 1981-82 when few even knew home computers existed,
was unable to figure out a soda machine.
I said, “Okay, cherry.” His finger pushed. Patiently and assuming I’d learned the basics,
he said to put light pressure on the button to start the pouring. Which button? There were so
many before! He pointed. I pressed and released, and a bit came out and stopped; he said I had to
hold it. He was very nice, and I told him he can tell anyone he wants about a little old lady who
couldn’t use a soda machine, as it IS funny. The filled cup was wet; I had a Kleenex so I wiped
the moisture.
My special-offer problem was not over, emotionally, as I realized beverage in the slit-forstraw-lid should not go in the trunk with the groceries; I’d have to use my car’s cup-holder else it
would spill; that circular slot in the center console doesn’t know how to hold anything but

sunglasses or hand sanitizers. (The soup was double bagged by the checker. The helping-hands
carefully kept it upright between two heavier packages in the trunk.)
I remembered learning how to play video games, in 1984, and that number plus Orwell’s
book are quite blended. Big Brother wasn’t watching me, but small children adept at
manipulating joy sticks were standing behind me waiting for their turn. Donkey Kong was
challenging, and I was teaching at a local college! Ms. Pacman was slightly more traumatic but I
assumed I was more capable than a machine. A Machine! I wasn’t. I told my students, and it
amused them, as I quoted from Shakespeare, wondering how I so understood the Bard but not
Donkey Kong.
How can I send texts, emojis, learn new apps, talk to Artificial Intelligence, set up
Windows 10 on a computer and also Apple’s IOS on a tablet, multi-task easily, knit complicated
plaid pattern, for starters, and be overwhelmed by a push-button soda dispenser?

Winter
- John Grey
Winter is the season when a father dies for no good reason.
Icy brown pummeled by sheets of white,
one frozen window eye is all it takes to take pity on the situation.
I am seeing the world thrust into the past and hating it.
So the snow stops. What of it?
It still feels as if the town, the neighborhood, the family, have been
stepped on.
For Winter is the season when a father dies for no good reason.
Sun’s more like a street lamp than a nuclear reactor
behind that that streak of aimless clouds
I am seeing the world thrust into the past and hating it.
The stripped bare trees. The solitary pines, their green
merely a reminder that it’s not green elsewhere.
Winter is the season when a father dies for no good reason.
And not this winter but one from long, long ago.
But winter fits so cruelly the pain we all must bear.
I am seeing the world thrust into the past and hating it.
January can’t wait to be last January and the one before that.
All is circular. Death comes round again
even though no one’s been living in the meantime.
It’s Winter. Fathers die for no good reason.
I am seeing the world thrust into the past and hating it.

The Lunchbox
- Adam Restinow
“Well, I hope you know what you’re doing,” Martha said, while packing Herb’s
Monday lunch. Herb was particular about his lunch, the way some women were about their
shoes. He wanted a different lunch every day of the work week; breakfast and dinner with his
wife could be cereal and hamburger respectively, he was noncommittal and apparently
unconcerned. And, he wanted to be surprised. He was willing to accept mundane bologna and
cheese if ensconced in an onion baguette. Even tuna was bearable if accompanied by two semisoft kiwis. He was especially keen on dessert variations such as apple strudel and banana bread,
each stored in reusable cartons.
Martha considered it a strange affectation, noting that it had begun a year ago when Herb
had turned fifty-five, thirty years into their marriage. She humored him, not resenting the
creativity the task required. Indeed, as a woman who had packed lunches for a son and a
daughter, both now with babies of their own, certain maternal skills and instincts were rekindled.
Of course, there were days when she, a high school guidance counsellor, running late, wondered
why Herb couldn’t construct something for himself.
When Martha spoke to him, Herb was sitting at the kitchen table. He grinned. “These
young guys think they’re so tough. There we were last Friday, in the lunch room, I was eating
that fantastic chicken salad you made for me, and Bart and Phil were wolfing down McDonald’s
double cheese burgers. Being single and living alone, they have a hard time taking care of
themselves. Usually eat crap for lunch. Every now and then I offer to share but they’re too proud
to take. Makes me laugh.”
“How old are they?”
“Somewhere in their late twenties.”
“So, they’re probably in pretty good shape.” Martha loved her husband but, physically
speaking, he was not the man she married. Once six feet, Herb was now 5”10”. Imagine Charlie
Brown on the decline – that was bespectacled Herb. His hair had gone from black to gray and
then most of it went altogether. Standing erect, he could just see the tips of his toes but was
unable to touch then as he could in his prime. Internally, his blood pressure could be lower, his
cholesterol counts weren’t quite the best, and he sometimes forgot his children’s’ birthdays.
Herb grinned again. “If you are what you eat, then they’d have problems walking around
the block.”
Martha sighed. “Still, are you sure you should compete with men of that age? I’m glad
you have work friends. But this climb up twenty stories worries me.”
A little irritated, Herb said, “Don’t worry. Like I said before, our accounting company’s
major client, Winston Steel, is sponsoring a fund raiser for those Puerto Ricans still devastated
by the flooding that hit their country. They call it ‘Steps in the Right Direction.’ For everyone
who makes it to the top floor in their headquarters, Winston will donate $26,000.”
“Very generous.”
“Extremely generous. If just one person makes it, that’s $26,000 into the fund. If 100 do
it, you’re talking about $2,600,000.”
Martha, fiscally conservative, asked, “Can Winston afford that?”
“Without blinking. I work on their books and can assure you that donations like that are

not a problem. Even if money were tight, they’d be doing it. CEO’s wife lost her grandparents on
both sides when the disaster struck. She’ll be the first one up the stairs, and he’ll be right behind
her.”
“Look, let’s be honest. You might not make it. You could seriously hurt yourself.”
Martha handed him his lunchbox.
Herb had conversed seriously with himself before committing to the object in hand. He
knew he did not want a box reminiscent of his elementary school days, one featuring some
Disney character. His choice needed to be sturdy, dependable, an object which bespoke selfconfidence and high self-esteem. Beyond that he wanted something he could talk to.
Many of his colleagues talked to themselves while scrutinizing financial statements. He
knew that his neighbor Ray Sampson discussed politics with his German Shepherd and that
Shelia Sampson encouraged her roses to embrace the day. Hell, whenever Martha drove, she
talked to the passing cars and trucks, admonishing them for bad behavior. The lunchbox was
Herb’s object of observation about the fragilities of humanity. It replaced the blanket Herb
possessed as a child, a blanket which comforted him during the loud, venomous quarreling which
frequently seeped from his parents’ bedroom, especially on Friday nights when his father came
home late from too many “last one for me.” The loosely knit brown blanket, a treasured gift from
his grandmother, understood him when he said, “Don’t worry, they’ll be quiet in a while. They
love each other. They love you and me. Don’t worry.”
And yet when Herb finally chose, he selected the black, domed-lid lunchbox favored by
construction workers throughout time and place. Walking to and from the rush hour train,
oblivious to the incongruity of a white-collar man toting a blue-collar insignia, Herb saw himself
as an ordinary man carrying an ordinary thing – ordinary was good, ordinary people were among
the blessed.
Lunchbox dangling at his hip, Herb replied. “I know my limits. Everyone who thinks he
or she can do it is in on it. When we got an email from our CEO telling us about the event,
saying he planned on participating, and hoping that we would join him at the top – well, it was a
two-second decision to sign up. I figure I have at least ten more years at the firm with maybe one
or two promotions on the horizon. So, if the CEO suggests that sweating a little would be good
for you in so many ways, you can bet that my name was one of the first on the list.”
“Well,” Martha shrugged, “the climb is in two weeks. You could do some training at my
school after hours. You know, run around the track, climb the stadium steps, things like that.
Wouldn’t hurt.” Then, patting him on the shoulder and pushing him out the door, she added, “Go
get ‘em, tiger. At least our will is up to date, and our bank accounts are in both names.”
“Ha, ha,” Herb said, “hear me roar and don’t buy that Mercedes just yet.”
To his credit, Herb heeded Martha’s advice and began a short-term training regimen. As
they lived in a two-story Colonial, he walked up and down their staircase once on day one, twice
on day two, and then three times – by the day before the race he was able to make the journey ten
times in forty minutes and not become a pool of sweat. In addition, again thanks to Martha, he
drank more water than usual, spent thirty minutes a day stretching, and gradually developed the
ability to breathe correctly and evenly.
The evening before the race, Herb stepped from the shower and onto a scale; sadly, he

was not surprised. “Martha, I haven’t lost a single goddam pound!”
Climbing the stairs, Martha muttered to herself, “Lord, deliver me from foolish old men
and their dreams of glory.” Entering the bathroom, she patted Herb’s bare stomach, glanced at
the scale and exclaimed, “Poor baby. Good news, bad news. The good news: some of your fat
has turned to muscle which weighs more than fat; so, you weigh the same but are more fit. The
bad news: you weigh significantly more than you should for a man of your age and are stressing
your heart. Still want to climb that mountain, tiger? Last chance.”
Male pride bolstered Herb’s bravado. “I feel grrrreat! Bring it on!”
At 9:00 a.m. the following morning a congregation of the fit and the unfit assembled in
the lobby of the Wilson Steel building. Each wore a yellow, short-sleeve shirt emblazoned on the
front with the Wilson logo, a black steel beam, and on which was etched Steps in the Right
Direction. Herb’s shirt was XXL, the only one in that size; pinned to his back was a large tag
numbered 136 and containing a microchip for tracking purposes. Like the rest, Herb wore shorts,
his were an unnatural purple, and comfortable walking shoes.
As the event was, in essence, an endurance contest, no one leaped to be the first through
the door leading to the flight of stairs. Indeed, the men waited until all of the women were on
their way before silently starting their ascent. And that was the first thing Herb noticed: no one
spoke. There was the occasional grunt and gasp but even these were muted. He was tempted to
call out to Bart and Phil, already two flights ahead, but concluded that there was an
unacknowledged ritual in place which he should observe.
Herb stopped at the fifth floor. Gazing down at the distance travelled and sitting to the far
left so that others could pass on the right, Herb began to doubt. Not that he was claustrophobic
but the narrowness of the stairway and the turbulent river of bodies was a bit unsettling. He
touched his lunchbox for reassurance.
Intent on their private goals, no one noticed that Herb was carrying his lunchbox. If
questioned, he would say that it contained a clean, after-the-climb shirt. Which was true but the
box also contained plastic bags of ice cubes, a Hershey bar for quick energy and his cell phone in
case of an emergency. He assumed that the weight of the loaded lunchbox, which would
decrease as the climb progressed, would be manageable – exactly the kind of thinking he
engaged in on the job.
“Well, old boy, time to move on.” Herb stood, gripped the handrail and slowly moved
upward another two flights. Once more sitting against the wall, Herb devoured the Hershey and
took a large swallow of the melted ice.
“This is insane. Martha was right; I’m too old for this. There’s the door, let’s just call it
quits.” He looked at the lunchbox for affirmation and was met with perceived disdain. “Oh,
alright, just a little more.”
As Herb climbed, he realized that all others had gone before him. There was the distant
thunder of a herd many floors above but no sound from below. Rather than panic at being left
behind, Herb took pleasure in being on his own. Since high school he had seen himself as a
solitary force for doing the right thing while others went astray. This image hadn’t made him
popular but it did make him an exemplary accountant.
Once more addressing his lunchbox, Herb said, “OK, we made it. You know, you’re

heavier than you look. Time to go home.” Again, like Poe’s raven, the lunchbox said nothing.
Rebuked, Herb took another gulp and resumed his struggle.
An aspect of the climb which Herb had not accounted for was the sameness of the
environment. The walls were institutional gray, the doors were white, the steps were a deep
brown embedded with black rubber treads. Harsh fluorescent lighting competed with red exit
signs. Herb, alone and weary unto death, felt he was a prisoner in solitary confinement; nothing
changed. Some might say he was in a hell of his own making.
The pain in his knees, once a nuisance, was now palpable. Every step evoked a gasp.
Every ten steps caused him to grip the railing with his right hand, moan and shake his head from
side to side to cast off the acidic sweat cascading into his eyes. He smelled of old age, and he
heard his heart say, “This far, no further.” Now was the time to use his phone. Even if the call
got through, would he still be alive when help arrived? Looking at his lunchbox for an answer,
Herb sensed that it didn’t really care what happened to him. It seemed to say, “You’ll live or
you’ll die. I’ll endure.”
“Well, fuck you, mister. I said I was going to do this, and I am.” Inspired by hatred of his
former confidant, Herb muddled upward. The air was scented with the odors of his fellow
climbers, and breathing was now a conscious act. And yet something resembling Herb reached
the fourteenth floor. A fat, flaccid mound lay prone on its back on the landing. Occasionally
drool from its lips reached the floor and mouse-like squeaks indicated life was still present.
“Almost there,” it said.
“Not a chance,” the lunchbox asserted.
“Will,” the mound, now reformed as Herb, said.
“Won’t,” the lunchbox sneered.
Herb opened the lunchbox, removed the shirt, soaked it in the remaining water, and tied it
around his head. “Hah! Clever me!”
The lunchbox replied, “Fool you. You’ve just used up the rest of your water, and you
have six more floors to go. The higher you go, the warmer it gets. You’ll probably collapse from
heat exhaustion if you don’t stumble, fall down a flight or two and break your neck. At least
Martha will never have to humor you with those ridiculous lunches. You never did truly
appreciate how she cares for you. When was the last time you did something completely selfless
for her? And now you’ve struggled for the past hour and still, still haven’t made it. You vain,
ignorant, delusional, little man. Enough said. You’re doomed.”
Enraged with the lunchbox and himself, Herb rolled over and pushed himself to his hands
and knees. In this position he noticed the word Angels inscribed on the riser of the first step
leading to the fifteenth floor. Strange, he thought. Although covered with a thick layer of dust,
the bright yellow lettering shone through and was to Herb’s eye the work of a master
calligrapher, the kind of precision he admired in financial accounts. Curious, agony put aside, he
stood and started up the stairs.
There, at the beginning of the sixteenth floor, equally dim but discernible, were the words
who guard you. Herb was intrigued and dutifully lugged his lunchbox. Subsequent messages on
subsequent floors read when you drive, usually retire and at 65. The door to the twentieth floor
was before him, a mere thirteen steps, and the mystery was revealed. An artist with a memory of
better times had rendered the Burma Shave logo onto the concrete step.

At first Herb stared in disbelief, then he chuckled, then he laughed. “Sonofabitch! I’m
probably the only one who noticed this,” he told the lunchbox. He held it chest high so it could
see the logo. “When he was sober and had had a good day, my father used to tell us about these
road signs. Catchy advertising along rural roads, sign every mile or so during the thirties and
forties, sold a lot of shaving cream. Dad thought they were some of the best advice he’d ever
had. Wonder who did this? These top floors are for the executives so there was no chance they’d
waste their precious time using these stairs.”
Relaxed, reflective, “Well, here we are. Couple of rough moments there, but we pulled
through. Thanks for keeping me company, appreciate it, no friend like an old friend. You know, I
think I’ll leave you on the top step. See the welcoming committee on my own. Hope you
understand.”
The lunchbox was stone silent.

Don’t Love Them Too Much
- AnnMarie Roselli
Don’t love them too much
they’ll never want to leave
And when they move on
into their overnight bag
goes your heart — side pocket
You tuck their bag with a toothbrush
toothpaste, powder, lotion
A change of clothes and extra socks
should they find themselves in need of escape
skating down that long, hollow hallway
And out the extra-wide sliding doors, whoosh
they find their way back home
You unpack their overnight bag, do a little wash,
make coffee and you both chat about how crazy it all was
Because we know this is how it begins
a little overnight bag
pajamas not needed
A crunchy hospital gown, drafty and sad
will wrap their sweating flesh
Your heart remains silent beneath the zipper that sticks
and you wonder why a little bag needs such a thick zipper
A few hours after the moon clocks in
they will cry inside their head
You will cry outside but not in their little room,
with an odor not found anywhere
else in the living world
You pray they live a little longer
a lifetime wasn’t enough and
you want a little more time — that’s all
You willingly offer up a section of your heart
but it must come out of the side pocket —
or there’s no deal

I Wonder
- Elizabeth L. Merrick
Can I mold ashes into furniture,
allow myself to rest
amid the burned-out ruins
of my heart?
Can I lay fresh linen
over the green grave of wishes,
set out the bread and gleaming honey
and fruits of summer?
Can I ungrip the last evil thing done to me
and let it scatter to sky
like a flock of seabirds seeking home?
Sometimes a question floats
high as a prayer, trailing blossoms
Sometimes, the asking is
the miracle

Reprieve
- Claire Scott
for my son
As a kid when I had a nickel I always chose Life Savers
longer lasting than Hershey bars or Charleston Chews
I could stretch time when I sucked on a Life Saver
tucking it in my cheek or under my tongue
if there were two pineapples in the pack
I knew Miss Stevens wouldn’t call on me
and Brenna would say I was her best friend
Want to play backgammon? he asked
limping badly as he came into the room
his body torqued and twisted, curled over a cane
he had found the game on a shelf piled with games for grandkids
I said I had long forgotten how to play
he would teach me he said
he was an expert he said grinning this man in chronic pain
living from pill to pill wanted to play
two of the white “men” were missing, so we added pennies
and we played, raucously accusing each other of cheating
laughing at my terrible moves, my lack of strategy
my moving his “men” instead of mine
occasionally he helped me to provide at least some challenge
at one point he said he had never seen so many
“men” (my “men” of course) trapped in their back court
for sure a world record!
but I won the first game, rolling doubles after doubles
we laughed at my luck, I crowed victory
then he won the next four in a row
the champion of the world he whooped
I smiled as I folded the board
the taste of pineapple on my tongue

The Back Room
- Judy DeCroce
Not really a pantry,
shelves stuffed with extras...
paper towels, curtain rods, a cracked tubing repair kit.
Many more and the necessary stored once for needier days.
Now it’s time to ready.
The new owners...
what will they use this airless addition to a back porch for? (if at all)
It will be empty for them... none the less.
I take home this jar of buttons...
a reminder of all the clothes I don’t remember.
But this drawer of zippers, mom removed carefully from clothing outgrown
or outworn,
I dump into a trash bag, tie, and discard to the curb...
old swatches of life during the Depression or the War,
a waste of space.
The seamstress has already forgotten her children’s names.
I drive away, the button jar beside me,
the old street sign in the mirror.
But, not before I return for the bag of zippers.
You never know.

Biographies
Michael H. Brownstein writes: You're on the roof of your old house, the roof in serious
disrepair, but you walk on it as if you're on a boardwalk – a squirrel falls through where you just
stood – what is left to do but go to all fours, tread carefully until you’re on safe ground, call the
roofers (you can’t fix this), and write a poem.
You're walking across a great field, firecrackers exploding. You swat away at dozens of
mosquitoes. Near where you teach, the security guard tackles you and points out a sniper who
has been shooting at you as you crossed. There is nothing else to do but conduct a poetry
workshop in your algebra class.
You go camping, and a rattlesnake crawls into your sleeping bag. Prayer and poetry – they really
do go together.
On and on. Take a break. Write a poem.
Ellen Chia lives in Thailand and enjoys going on solitary walks in woodlands and along beaches
where Nature's treasure trove impels her to document her findings and impressions using the
language of poetry. Her works have been published and are forthcoming in The Ekphrastic
Review, NatureWriting, The Honest Ulsterman, Zingara Poetry Review and The Tiger Moth
Review.
Judy DeCroce is a poet / flash fiction writer and avid reader. She has been published in Plato's
Cave online, Pilcrow & Dagger, Amethyst Review, The Front Porch Review, and many others.
She is a professional storyteller and teacher of that genre, as well as, leading workshops in flash
fiction. Judy lives and works in upstate New York with her husband writer/artist Antoni Ooto.
JoAnn DiFranco grew up in New York City, on Manhattan’s east side, within earshot of the
roaring lions in the Central Park Zoo, and close enough to the Queensborough Bridge to count
the trolley cars from her kitchen window. Marriage and family took this “city girl” to a Long
Island suburb and a career as a high school English teacher -- the extension of a childhood filled
with stories and storytelling. For years, she spent her days sharing her passion for writing with
her students, encouraging them to tell their stories on paper. Retired now, she devotes time to
her own writing, on-hold for far too long. She is the author of two biographies published by
Dillon Press, Mister Rogers - Good Neighbor to America’s Children and Walt Disney - When
Dreams Come True. Her articles have appeared in the on-line publication Better After Fifty and
in Long Island’s major newspaper, Newsday.
Joseph ("Joe") Glaser, originally educated in science and technology, spent most of his career
in computer-related activities. In retirement, he immersed himself in liberal arts and began
writing poetry in 2008. Some of his poems have appeared in The Journal, published by
Northwestern University's OLLI program, the online journal Front Porch Review, the online
Decades Review, the online Muses’ Gallery of Highland Park Poetry, the published Journal of
Modern Poetry (JOMP-16 best modern poem prize), and Distilled Voices published by the

Illinois State Poetry Society. Joe is also a candid photographer, especially when traveling, and
his photos have been published in some of the same media as his poems.
John Grey is an Australian-born short story writer, poet, playwright, musician, and Providence
RI resident since the late seventies. Has been published in numerous magazines including Weird
Tales, Christian Science Monitor, Greensboro Poetry Review, Poem, Agni, Poet Lore and
Journal Of The American Medical Association as well as the horror anthology “What Fears
Become” and the science fiction anthology “Futuredaze.” Has had plays produced in Los
Angeles and off-off Broadway in New York. Winner of the Rhysling Award for short genre
poetry in 1999.
Betsy Holleman Burke is passionate about writing poetry and is beginning her sixth year as a
member of the Surrey Street Poets in Washington, DC, a wonderfully eclectic group. She
published her first chapbook, Searching for Hummingbirds, in 2014, shortly before her marriage
to an old friend. Between them they have a delightful extended family. Betsy is a floral designer
at both the Washington National Cathedral and Hillwood Museum. Her favorite job was working
as a consultant to the National Geographic Society Education Foundation. She is delighted to
have her poem published by Front Porch Review.
Len Kazmer, born and raised in Chicago by parents of modest means, was blessed with gifts
that have served him well. The first is curiosity, initially about how things worked; this led to his
teaching himself about electronics, astronomy, and physics. The second, related to the first, is the
strong desire to pass on his knowledge, however limited, to others. These efforts caused the
development of a number of demonstrations along with a variety of slide and tape presentations
on scientific subjects which he presented at local schools, libraries, and astronomy clubs. An
offshoot of this work was the need to generate a number of pictures, thus came an interest in
photography. The third gift is his love of music. As he often says, “A day without music is like a
day without love.”
Denny E. Marshall has done art and poetry for many years, yet the last couple of years have
brought a lot of firsts. In 2010 he wrote his first haiku, in 2011 first fiction, and 2012 first article.
The article “Rejection Is A Good Thing, Stop Whining” appears online at the Eclectic Eel
website on the All About Art page. Denny has had art, poetry, and fiction recently published and
rejected. Denny does not have a Facebook page or Twitter account but does have a website with
previously published works.
Elizabeth L. Merrick lives in Somerville, Massachusetts with her husband. Her poetry has
appeared in Green Hills Literary Lantern, Midwest Poetry Review and elsewhere. A health
services researcher and clinical social worker by training, she has also published a guidebook on
Boston’s historic house museums.
Keith Moul has written poems and taken photos (and published them) for more than fifty years.
He deliberately experiences the energy of place in order to write and photograph its importance.
He has lived in a lot of U.S. locations to soak up energy. The best energy is in the Pacific
northwest, where he now lives. He shares his life with his wife of fifty-two years, Sylvia.
Forthcoming from Duck Lake Books are a chapbook, The Journal, and a complete collection

New and Selected Poems: Bones Molder, Words Hold. These are his ninth and tenth published
books. For a tidy summary of his career, see his blog: http://poemsphothosmoul.blogspot.com/
Antoni Ooto is a poet and flash fiction writer who came to writing late. Known for his
abstract expressionist art, Antoni now adds his voice to poetry. His love of reading and
studying many poets has opened and offered him a new form of self-expression. On long country
walks he often finds inspiration, or clarity to further shape a work-in-progress.
His poems have been published in Front Porch Review, Amethyst Review, Nixes Mate Review,
Young Ravens Literary Review, and many others.
Antoni lives and works in upstate New York with his wife poet/ storyteller, Judy DeCroce.
Wally P. recently joined the ranks of the Elders and departed the concrete backdrops of urban
domains. He now spends half his time - "3 months on; 3 months off" - freely traversing the
network of back roads which connect rural western America. He calls Colorado a "Base Camp"
for those times off the road.
With only storm fronts dictating his departure, he easily finds quality time for photographing
interesting pieces of many milestones. Each photo attempts to entertain and educate with the
belief that, indeed, "A picture is worth a thousand words."
Always off the beaten path, the back roads of the Great West are his frame for a canvas of
interesting sites, beautiful views and the just plain curious.
J. R. Paradiso is a recovering academic in the process of refreshing himself as a photographer
and writer. A recipient of the Freedoms Foundation's Leavey Award for Excellence in Private
Enterprise Education and a retired Professor at an Illinois' college, he holds graduate degrees in
both Business Administration and Philosophy. To visit his online gallery, please go to
www.jamesparadiso.com
Adam Restinow, a peripatetic wordsmith, shunned degreed creative writing programs in favor
of attending to what people actually said and did. He learned that simple things, a word or a
gesture, are at the heart of a good story. He also discovered that home-cooked meals cure many
ailments, that true love is possible, and that listing prior publications is false pride. Adam and his
wife live in Savannah, GA; but that could change if the wind blows cold.
AM Roselli is a writer and artist living in Hudson Valley, New York. Her collection of
illustrated poetry, Love of the Monster, was published in 2016. Her writing has appeared in Red
Fez, Panoplyzine, The Paragon Journal, Firefly Magazine, Free Lit Magazine, The Avocet,
Miracles Magazine, Chicago Literati, The Absurdist, From Whispers to Roars, Now Then
Magazine, and Into the Void Magazine. Her art has been featured in the A3 Review and Emerge
Gallery, Saugerties, NY. AM Roselli’s art & writing site: anntogether.com
Claire Scott is an award-winning poet who has been nominated twice for the Pushcart Prize
(2013 and 2014). She was a semi-finalist for both the 2014 Pangaea Prize and the 2014 Atlantis
Award. Her first book of poetry, Waiting to be Called, was recently published by IF SF

Publishing. Claire is a psychotherapist with a private practice in Berkeley, CA. She lives with
her husband in Oakland, CA and has two children, two children by marriage and five
grandchildren. All of which keep her wonderfully busy!
John L. Stanizzi is author of the full-length collections: Ecstasy Among Ghosts, Sleepwalking,
Dance Against the Wall, After the Bell, Hallelujah Time!, High Tide – Ebb Tide, Four Bits –
Fifty 50-Word Pieces, and Chants. His poems have appeared in Prairie Schooner, American
Life in Poetry, The New York Quarterly, and many others. He has read at venues all over New
England, including the Mystic Arts Café, and the Sunken Garden Poetry Festival. Stanizzi
coordinated the Fresh Voices Poetry Competition for Young Poets at Hill-Stead Museum,
Farmington, CT, and is a teaching artist for the national recitation contest, Poetry Out
Loud. John’s newest collection, Sundowning, will be out later this year with Main Street
Mag. A former New England Poet of the Year, Stanizzi teaches literature at Manchester
Community College in Manchester, CT and he lives with his wife, Carol, in Coventry.
Lois Greene Stone, writer and poet, has been syndicated worldwide. Poetry and personal essays
have been included in hard and softcover anthologies. Collections of her personal items/ photos/
memorabilia are in major museums including twelve different divisions of The Smithsonian.
Lois Wagner was born and raised on the south side of Chicago and now resides in La Grange,
IL, a western suburb just outside Chicago. Lois has come to find senior citizens to be of special
interest to her, even more so as she approaches her sixty-fifth birthday. After many years of
caring for her mother and helping her husband care for his aging parents, she has a new
perspective on the act of aging. You might say she finally sees the beauty in growing old. Lois
volunteers at her local Senior Center and finds great happiness in engaging her clients at the
Center in the lively art of conversation.
RM Yager is a nurse/teacher who writes about marginalized and at-risk people, and who loves
to tackle controversial topics about over the top feelings that most people are afraid to admit. She
brings family, dysfunctional people and relationships to the forefront, but also loves to write
about little children, healing, nature and whimsy.
She is indebted to her all her poetry comrades from the Deerfield Poets Group who have
mentored and encouraged her for the past ten years. She has lived in the North Shore most of her
adult life, but is an inner-city transplant.
Her works have appeared in East on Central, Avocet Nature Journal, Highland Park Poetry
Muses Gallery, Rockford Writers Guild Members Edition, Winnetka Press, and The Good Life
Magazine. She also has work appearing in an upcoming edition of The Blue Collar Review.
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We publish thoughtful, provocative fiction, poetry, essays and visual arts.
Submissions are accepted year-round.
∙ If accepted, submissions may appear in any quarterly issue.
∙ Biographical information will be requested for accepted submissions.
∙ If your submission was previously published, please cite the reference.
∙ Simultaneous submissions should be accompanied by a statement stating so.
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∙ All work must be original and in English.
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∙ No memoirs
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